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Large magnetocrystalline anisotropy in bilayer transition metal phases
from first-principles full-potential calculations
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The computational framework of this study is based on the local-spin-density approximation with first-
principles full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital calculations including orbital polarization~OP! correction. We
have studied the magnetic anisotropy for a series of bilayer CuAu~I!-type materials such as FeX, MnX (X
5Ni,Pd,Pt), CoPt, NiPt, MnHg, and MnRh in a ferromagnetic state using experimental structural parameters
to understand the microscopic origin of magnetic-anisotropy energy~MAE! in magnetic multilayers. Except
for MnRh and MnHg, all these phases show perpendicular magnetization. We have analyzed our results in
terms of angular momentum-, spin- and site-projected density of states, magnetic-angular-momentum-
projected density of states, orbital-moment density of states, and total density of states. The orbital-moment
number of states and the orbital-moment anisotropy for FeX (X5Ni,Pd,Pt) are calculated as a function of band
filling to study its effect on MAE. The total and site-projected spin and orbital moments for all these systems
are calculated with and without OP when the magnetization is along or perpendicular to the plane. The results
are compared with available experimental as well as theoretical results. Our calculations show that OP always
enhances the orbital moment in these phases and brings them closer to experimental values. The changes in
MAE are analyzed in terms of exchange splitting, spin-orbit splitting, and tetragonal distortion/crystal-field
splitting. The calculated MAE is found to be in good agreement with experimental values when the OP
correction is included. Some of the materials considered here show large magnetic anisotropy of the order of
meV. In particular we found that MnPt will have a very large MAE if it could be stabilized in a ferromagnetic
configuration. Our analysis indicates that apart from large spin-orbit interaction and exchange interaction from
at least one of the constituents, a large crystal-field splitting originating from the tetragonal distortion is also a
necessary condition for having large magnetic anisotropy in these materials. Our calculation predicts large
orbital moment in the hard axis in the case of FePt, MnRh, and MnHg against expectation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.144409 PACS number~s!: 75.25.1z, 75.30.Cr, 75.30.Gw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferromagnetic materials exhibit intrinsic ‘‘easy’’ an
‘‘hard’’ directions of the magnetization. This magnetic a
isotropy is, both from a technological and fundamental po
of view, one of the most important properties of magne
materials. Depending on the type of application, mater
with high, medium, or low magnetic anisotropy will be r
quired, for respective application as, e.g., permanent m
nets, information storage media or magnetic cores in tra
formers, and magnetic recording heads. Hence a be
understanding of the microscopic origin of the magnetic
isotropy is necessary to tailor the properties of magnetic
terials.

Generally, if a ferromagnetic material lacks a high deg
of magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the bulk~e.g., bcc Fe!,
assuming that the structure is not greatly distorted
substrate-imposed strain, the moments will lie in the la
~film! plane so as to minimize the free energy of the syst
~i.e., the magnetization direction is determined by shape
isotropy!. For some applications, an in-plane magnetizat
is desirable. For example, in-plane anisotropy is useful
longitudinal recording, magnetostrictive and inductive hea
and media for magnetic-field sensors~where a small anisot
ropy field is desired!. On the other hand, to obtain perpe
dicular magnetic anisotropy~PMA! implies some means to
0163-1829/2001/63~14!/144409~18!/$20.00 63 1444
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overcome the shape anisotropy due to the magnetostatic
ergy that favors in-plane magnetization. Many potential a
plications of epitaxial ferromagnetic films on semiconduc
substrates require a perpendicular component of the ma
tization. Such a configuration would permit perpendicu
magnetic recording or magnetooptical recording employ
either the Faraday effect~in transmission! or the magnetoop-
tic Kerr effect ~in reflection! to rotate the plane of polariza
tion of light propagating perpendicular to the substrate. M
netic layers with strong PMA are of great interest f
magnetooptic recording media with predicted performan
of up to 300 Gbit/in2, in comparison with present comme
cial hard disks that have storage densities around 2 Gbit/i2.1

Hence, the potential need for materials with higher perp
dicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy than the current c
ventional cobalt alloys for future high-density recording m
dia is well known.2 Because the mechanisms responsible
PMA are so poorly understood, the search for new mater
currently proceeds empirically. Hence, it is important to
vestigate the microscopic origin of magnetic anisotropy
detail in order to identify potential candidates.

Novel phenomena such as magnetocrystalline anisotro
magnetooptical effects, magnetic circular dichroism e
caused by strong coupling among spin, orbital, and lat
degrees of freedom are central issues in the physics
transition-metal compounds over the last few years. The
ergy required to alter the magnetization direction is cal
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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the magnetocrystalline-anisotropy energy~MAE!. van
Vleck3 suggested that the origin of this anisotropy is t
interaction of the magnetization with the crystal lattice, i.
the spin-orbit coupling. MAE in cubic 3d-transition metals is
a very small quantity of only a fewmeV/atom~Refs. 4 and 5!
that becomes enhanced to the order of meV/atom in m
netic multi-layers.6,7,7–9 The enhancement in the magne
anisotropy is believed to originate from the interface mag
tism. Chappert and Bruno10 have proposed that lattice-misfi
strain may, via magnetostriction, contribute to the volu
anisotropy in coherent structures. One of the interesting
sues relating to the magnetism at interfaces is to unders
what factors determine the preferred orientation of the m
netic moment relative to the crystallographic axes. Ori
nally, Néel11 discussed the large anisotropy within a pa
interaction model in which the reduced symmetry at
interface results in anisotropies that differ greatly from th
of the bulk. In the itinerant electron model, the enhanc
magnetocrystalline anisotropy due to the altered electro
structure12,13 in a multilayer is considered to be the maj
cause for the observed PMA in Co- or Fe-based multila
films. Thus a positive interface contribution to overcome
negative volume effect results in PMA in such phases.

Since the discovery of PMA in metallic overlayers a
multilayers,14,15, this phenomenon has been a subject of gr
interest, particularly with regard to its microscopic origi
Despite numerous experimental and theoretical studies, a
understanding of PMA has not yet been achieved. It
known that many kinds of noble metal/Co multilayers su
as Pd/Co, Pt/Co, and Au/Co have large perpendic
anisotropy,15 which depends on crystallograph
orientation.16 Especially Co- or Fe-based multilayer film
prepared by alternate deposition of transition metal~Co or
Fe! and nonmagnetic metal~Pd, Pt, Ag, Au, etc.! have been
extensively investigated. Most of these materials have str
PMA when the thicknesses of transition metal layers w
thinner than a few monolayers.15,17–21A multilayer consist-
ing of alternating single atomic layers of magnetic and n
magnetic elements is the low thickness limit of a magne
multilayer and it may be called magnetic bilayer. With
suitable selection of nonmagnetic component one can
the magnetic anisotropy and magnetooptical properties
magnetic bilayers. The phases considered in the presen
culations are simple and have a bilayer nature. Hence,
investigation of these materials is expected to contribute
better understanding about MAE in ultrathin multilayers.

Among the thin films and superlattice systems exhibit
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, the face centered tet
onal ~fct! phases of binary alloys like CoPt, NiPt, FePd, a
FePt with the CuAu~I!-type structure, have in recent yea
attracted great interest. These phases can be consider
consist of a monoatomic, chemically modulated superlat
of the two elements. When grown with the monoatomic la
ers parallel to the film plane, i.e., with thec axis of the fct
unit cell perpendicular to the film, the material exhibits pe
pendicular magnetic anisotropy. Since the first observa
of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in CoPt multilay
films by Carcia,22 considerable attention has been focused
such phases for potential use in perpendicular magnetic
14440
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cording media. Further, the magnetocrystalline anisotrop
of FePt and CoPt are among the highest reported in
literature23 making them attractive base materials for futu
high-density magnetic recording media.24,25

Stoichiometric intermetallic phase of manganese with
Pd, and Pt are antiferromagnets with unexpected high N´el
temperatures (TN) and also the magnetic moment on Mn
these materials are larger than expected~see Table I!. MnNi
is a very interesting case with the highest~among the
3d-metal alloys! TN ~1080 K!, accompanied by a 3.8mB
magnetic moment on Mn. MnHg and MnRh are also expe
mentally found to exhibit antiferromagnetism. However, f
simplicity we have assumed a ferromagnetic ground state
all these phases in our calculation. These model systems
studied from a fundamental point of view, in order to ge
better understanding of the microscopic magnetic proper
and their relation to PMA. Other ordered phases conside
here have relatively high saturation magnetization, Cu
temperature (TC), and magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Henc
it is interesting to carry out systematic studies on these
terials to understand the microscopic origin of their super
magnetic properties compared with the 3d elements them-
selves. This is, in fact, one of the main motivations for t
present study. A possible explanation for large PMA in th
class of materials through systematic exploration of th
electronic structure can also identify potential candidates
practical applications. One of the aims of the present inv
tigation is to search for trends in MAE as a function of sp
orbit coupling, exchange splitting or the band filling~number
of valence electrons!. Further, it is expected that the study o
these bilayer materials may provide a better understandin
the importance of structural distortion, hybridization betwe
magnetic and nonmagnetic materials, and thereby indu
changes in the electronic structure on the magnetic ani
ropy.

Magnetic anisotropy calculations for bulk Fe, Co, and
from first-principles spin-polarized relativistic band theo
have been attempted.26,27 These calculations show that be
cause of its smallness~of the ordermeV/atom!, the magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy is a sensitive function of fine deta
of the electronic structure of a solid. Consequently, the
sults obtained depend strongly on the approximations ma
the numerical techniques used, and whether they are

TABLE I. Magnetic-ordering temperature, Curie or Ne´el (TC or
TN) for selected CuAu~I!-type phases.

Compound TC or TN ~in K! Magnetic state Reference

CoPt 1100 Ferromagnetic 103
FeNi Ferromagnetic 95
FePd 720 Ferromagnetic 88
FePt 446 Ferromagnetic 99
MnNi 1080 Antiferromagnetic 100
MnPd 825 Antiferromagnetic 101
MnPt Antiferromagnetic 102
MnRh 185 Ferromagnetic 49
MnHg Antiferromagnetic 104
Ni/Pt Ferromagnetic 50
9-2
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LARGE MAGNETOCRYSTALLINE ANISOTROPY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 144409
verged with respect to, e.g., the size of the basis set and
numerical integration ink space, etc. The anisotropy energ
caused by the spin-orbit interaction, is much smaller th
other electronic energies. This makes predictions sensitiv
subtle details of the Fermi surface. In any case, high num
cal accuracy and convergences must be achieved despit
substantial loss of symmetry caused by the spin-orbit in
action. Thus, the computational requirements of a fi
principles theory are demanding. Hence, so far it has b
very hard to extract a satisfactory picture of MAE for th
transition metals, both qualitatively and quantitatively. In t
case of magnetic multilayers, MAE is much larger than t
for the 3d elements themselves and as a result, reliable
dictions from theoretical calculations can be made. Go
agreement has been reached between first-principles c
lated anisotropies and the corresponding experimental va
in Co-based multilayers.8,28 Although the bicomponent an
multicomponent phases may have larger anisotropies,
comparison to theory may be plagued by defects. Moreo
for the multilayers the structures are not well characteri
experimentally and the influence on MAE of the interfa
roughness and the strain resulting from lattice mismatche
the component materials are not known. Calculations
MAE for the phases considered here, for which the crys
structure is well known, will make the comparison betwe
theory and experiment more proper. Most of the calculati
on MAE ~Ref. 28! for multilayer materials presented in th
literature were based on the atomic sphere approxima
~ASA! where spherical potentials in overlapping spheres
used to replace the actual effective potential of the lattice
combination with a minimal basis set. To our knowledge,
far no full-potential calculations have been performed
these bilayer materials to explain the experimentally
served large magnetic anisotropy. However, several attem
have been made9,29–31to estimate MAE for FePd, FePt, an
CoPt from ASA methods that employed the force theore
The reason for the lack of full-potential calculations f
MAE in multilayers is that the calculations involved not on
require high-precision total-energy methods, but also invo
unduly large numbers ofk points. It is demonstrated that th
full-potential total-energy calculations based upon the loc
density approximation of the density-functional theory
combination with an orbital-polarization correction can
used to derive the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy
ferromagnetic metals.27 We demonstrate here that the sam
approach can be extended to phases and multilayers that
ses orders-of-magnitude higher MAE than the ferromagn
metals.

The spin and orbital moments are basic quantities
magnets and their separate determination is very importa
clarifying electronic structure and other physical properti
Until recently, experimental information on orbital momen
has been available only for a very small number of syste
including the ferromagnetic 3d metals themselves, their a
loys, and a few intermetallic phases. For some systems
average orbital moments are known, for example, those
tained from Einstein–de Hass experiments or ferromagn
resonance. Atom-specific orbital moments have been m
sured in only a few cases, making use of spin-polarized n
14440
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tron diffraction on single crystals. A recent development h
been the theoretical32 and experimental33 progress in the field
of x-ray magnetic circular dichroism~XMCD! as a chemi-
cally specific technique for probing orbital magnetism. The
can be quite strong modifications of MAE as well as spin a
orbital moments when a 3d element is substituted in a phas
Further, there is a strong connection between the anisotr
in the orbital moments and MAE for ferromagnetic mate
als. Hence, it is interesting to study in detail the origin
orbital moments in multilayer phases. It has been dem
strated that the orbital moments in magnetic materials can
reliably predicted if one includes orbital polarization~OP!
correction into the local-spin-density approximation~LSDA!
calculations.34–37So, we have calculated the orbital momen
for a series of these phases and also as a function of b
filling.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Deta
about the CuAu~I!-type structure are given in Sec. II. After
brief discussion of how the anisotropy energy is calcula
and other computational details in Sec. III, the angu
momentum- and site-projected DOS, total DOS~TDOS!,
ml-projected DOS~LDOS!, orbital-moment density of state
~ODOS!, orbital-moment number of states~ONOS!, and dif-
ference in the orbital-moment number of states (DONOS!
are presented in Sec. V. The spin and orbital moments w
and without OP correction and calculated MAE are co
pared with available experimental and theoretical values.
this basis, a detailed analysis of the anisotropy energy
presented and the importance of factors such as orb
moment anisotropy~OMA!, exchange splitting, spin-orbi
splitting, crystal-field splitting, and band filling for obtainin
a large PMA is discussed. Conclusions are summarize
Sec. VI.

II. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

A particular structure obtained by stacking of alternati
single-different atomic layers is the tetragonal CuAu~I!-type
structure as shown in Fig. 1. The atomic-size difference
tween the two atom components is less than 15%
CuAu~I!-type phases, which indicates that the size facto
important for the stability of this structure. Importantly, r

FIG. 1. Atomic arrangement in the CuAu~I!-type structure ex-
emplified for MnPt. The spin quantization axes used in our MA
calculations are shown as dashed lines with arrows. The primi
tetragonal structure used in our calculations are represented by
ted lines.
9-3
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P. RAVINDRAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 144409
cent development of sophisticated growth techniques h
made it possible to easily grow high-quality tetragon
CuAu~I!-type materials. In MnPt the stacking sequen
along@001# consists of alternate Mn and Pt planes produc
a tetragonal distortion along this direction. Along@100# and
@110# the planes have equiatomic compositions. Each
atom is surrounded by eight Pt and four Mn~in plane! near-
est neighbors, with local symmetryD4h , as shown in Fig. 1.
The unit cell contains four atoms, but can be expresse
terms of a simple tetragonal unit cell with two atoms, one

~0 0 0! and the other at (12
1
2

1
2 ) with a5aCuAu(I ) /A2. For

computational simplicity we chose to use the simple tetr
onal structure with two atoms per primitive cell~dotted line
in Fig. 1!. This structure can be visualized as a tetragona
distorted version of the cubic CsCl-type structure. In t
description, ac/a value of 1.0 corresponds to a bod
centered-cubic lattice whereasc/a5A2 is equivalent to an
fcc lattice. This relationship between fcc and bcc is oft
referred to as the Bain path. All the phases considered
have an axial ratio less than unity. This indicates that
bonding between unlike atoms is strong~i.e., strong inter-
layer bonding!.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The calculations are based on a full-potential line
muffin-tin orbital method~FPLMTO! ~Ref. 38! modified to
be able to treat the MAE problem.27 Since a total-energy
calculation of this kind requires a tremendous energy res
tion, some further details are given below. For computatio
purposes, the crystal is divided into nonoverlapping sphe
surrounding atomic sites~muffin-tin spheres! where the den-
sity and potential vary rapidly, whereas in the interstitial
gions between the spheres the density and potential
slowly. In the muffin-tins~MT!, the basis functions and elec
tron density and potential are expanded in spherical wa
in the interstitial regions, they are expanded in Fourier ser
In this method there is no shape approximation made
either the charge density or the potential; all electrons
involved in the self-consistent process and the core elect
are treated fully relativistically. The calculations include t
effect of spin polarization within the local-spin-density a
proximation and spin-orbit coupling is included self cons
tently in the same way as have been previously reported
heavy elements and compounds.35 The exchange-correlatio
potential is calculated with use of the von Barth–Hed
form. Lattice harmonics with angular momentuml up to 8
are used to expand the charge and spin densities and
functions inside the muffin-tin sphere. Moreover, the pres
calculations made use of a so-called multibasis to ensu
well-converged wave function. This means that several H
kel or Neumann functions depending on the sign of the
netic energy of the basis function in the interstitial regi
have been used, each attached to its own radial function
an (n,l ) quantum number. Thus threes, two p, and threed
orbitals appear in the expansion of the crystal wave funct
each connecting to an envelope function with a unique
netic energy for each atom. For the Brillouin zone integ
tion ~BZI! a Gaussian broadening method was used, wh
14440
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convolutes each discrete eigenvalue with a Gaussian func
of width 10 meV. In these calculations the MT radii are ke
as large as possible~without overlapping one another! which
means that the muffin-tins fill about 65% of the total volum
In all cases a uniform mesh ofk points is used, distributed a
to fulfill the symmetry of the system for a particular directio
of spin quantization.

Calculation of MAE requires resolving the difference
total energy~which often is of the order of several thousan
of Ry! with accuracy some times better than 1mRy when the
magnetization is pointing in two different directions of th
solid. Compared with the non-spin-polarized total-ener
calculations, the numerical diagonalization procedure wh
calculating MAE is slower not only due to doubling of th
Hamiltonian matrix by the spin polarization, but also by t
reduction in the crystal symmetry by lifting of spin
degeneracy by spin-orbit interaction. Further, the reduct
in symmetry makes the number ofk points to be sampled
larger in order to have a well-converged total energy.
mentioned earlier,27,39 we have performed different conve
gence tests to ensure that the calculations have reache
required accuracy. Since the anisotropy energy arises pr
rily from the detailed electronic structure, especially energ
band structures in the regions near band crossings and
tron states close to the Fermi energy, it is important to h
a fine mesh ofk points to obtain a realistic result. One of th
problems one faces is that the sampling of the Brillouin zo
~BZ! has to be performed with extreme care and the to
energy needs to be converged with respect to the numbe
k points used for sampling the irreducible part of BZ. T
illustrate this we show in Fig. 2 the calculated MAE as
function of the number of k points for XPt (X
5Mn, Fe, Co, Ni). We notice that to achieve convergence
MAE with respect to the number ofk points, about 10 000–
15 000k points in the full BZ is needed for these systems

Orbital polarization and orbital moment

Since the spin-polarization and the relativistic spin-or
interaction are taken into account in usual density-functio
calculations, Hund’s first and third rules, respectively, a
taken into account in the normal LDA calculation. An exa
formalism for including effects responsible for Hund’s se
ond rule is lacking at present. Hence, the calculated orb
moment in the systems is usually lower than the experim
tal values. From the analysis of experimental and theoret
MAE, Jansen40 concluded that the energy density function
together with the spin-orbit coupling must contain terms t
depend directly on the orbital moment. Based on van Vle
and Racha’s vector model for atomic multiplets an appro
mate energy expression for Hund’s second rule w
derived.34,36,41The orbital-polarization energy for a particu
lar spin-quantization directionn̂ was found to be well ap-
proximated by

EOP52
1

2 (
s

BLz,s
2 , ~1!

whereB ~for d states! is a Racah parameter42 andLz,s is the
z component of the orbital angular momentum ofs-spin
9-4
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LARGE MAGNETOCRYSTALLINE ANISOTROPY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 144409
states~in the n̂ direction!. The parameterB can be expresse
in terms of Slater integrals (F2,F4) of the single-particle
wave functions for alld electrons and is recalculated for ea
iteration step from the relation43

B5
9F225F4

441
, ~2!

where the SlaterFk integrals are given by

Fk5E E fd
2~r 1!fd

2~r 2!
2r ,

k

r .
k11

r 1
2r 2

2dr1dr2 . ~3!

For a crystal we replace the radial-wave functionfd with the
d partial wave evaluated at the center of gravity of the oc
pied part of thed band. The physical meaning of OP is th
states with different angular momentum have different an
lar shape and hence a different Coulombic interaction, wh
are via Eq.~1! included in the energy functional. Applyin
this energy expression to solids one finds that it gives ris
energy shifts for the single-particle states with different m

FIG. 2. Changes in magnetocrystalline-anisotropy ene
~MAE! from SO1OP calculation forMPt (M5Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) as
a function of total number ofk points used in the whole Brillouin
zone.
14440
-

-
h

to
-

netic quantum numbers. The OP term is included in the
agonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix. Thus at ea
atom site, orbital polarization is allowed for by means of
eigenvalue shift,DVml

52BLzml that depends on the quan
tities obtained from the previous iteration step. The en
process is self-consistent and no parameters were adju
This means that the calculations incorporate all three Hun
rules~spin splitting, orbital splitting, and spin-orbit splitting!
and, within the stated approximations, are fully self cons
tent. It is well known that LSDA calculations often give
too small orbital moment~by up to 50%! for, e.g., Fe and Co
phases~see Ref. 44! and that the OP correction is a remed
for this defect in LSDA. This correction yielded larger o
bital moments for Fe, Co, and Ni and thus a better agreem
for the calculatedg factors for Fe and Co with experiment.36

Just as the spin moment can be written as the expecta
value ofsz one can calculate the orbital moment. The orbi
magnetic moment on theNth site is given by the
expression45

^L̂z&N5
mB

~2p!3V
(

i
E dk^ ikuL̂zu ik&N , ~4!

wherei refers to the occupied relativistic band states and
z projection of the orbital-moment operatorL̂z , andV is the
unit-cell volume. The expectation values^ ikuL̂zu ik&N are cal-
culated within theNth atomic site.

IV. CALCULATION OF MAE

The energy involved in rotating the magnetization from
direction of low energy toward one of high energy is call
magnetic anisotropy. Various contributions to the magne
anisotropy such as the magnetic dipolar, the magnetocry
line, and the magnetostrictive contribution in multilay
films were recently reviewed.21 The total anisotropy per
monolayer in a magnetic multilayer can be written as

Ktot5Kv
e f f1Kshape1S 2Ks

nd
D , ~5!

whereKv
e f f(5Kmc1Kme) is the sum of the magnetocrysta

line and magnetoelastic contributions,Kshape522pMs
2 , is

the shape contribution for a uniform sheet of bulk mater
and 2Ks is the anisotropy energy density from the tw
interfaces/surfaces for each magnetic layer andnd is the
number of atomic layers in the film. The surface/interfa
contribution to the anisotropy energy decreases with incre
ing multilayer thickness. In the majority of works onlyKs is
investigated while theKv

e f f term is argued to be small. Th
argument for neglectingKv

e f f is often based on the fact tha
MAE for thin films is much larger than that of the bul
crystal. The main origin ofKv

e f f is the spin-orbit coupling.
In a quadratic approximation, for a uniaxial crystal lik

the tetragonal crystals considered in the present calcula
the magnetic anisotropy is described by46

E5K1 sin2u1K2 sin4u1K28 sin4u cos4f1•••, ~6!

y
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where K1 is the second-order out-of-plane anisotropy co
stant andK2 andK28 are the fourth-order uniaxial and basa
plane anisotropy constants, respectively,u the angle between
the c axis and the magnetization vector, andf is the azi-
muthal angle. Usually, the anisotropy within the plane~i.e.,
K2 andK28) is smaller thanK1 and we have considered on
the second-order anisotropy constant in our calculatio
Hence, we will define the magnetic anisotropy energy as
difference in the total energy when the magnetization is
ented along the plane, i.e.,n̂5@110#, and when it is oriented
perpendicular to~001!. Hence, in our definition of MAE a
positive value means that the easy axis is along thec axis
and the hard axis is in theab plane. Using the full-potentia
LMTO method presented with the computational deta
given above we have calculatedK1 for the mentioned tetrag
onal CuAu~I!-type phases. In the calculations the experim
tal unitcell parameters given in Table II were used.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MAE from spin-orbit ~SO! and SO1OP calculations are
given in Table III along with available experimental and th
oretical values. It should be noted that for all phases the e
axis is correctly predicted, both with and without OP, b
only fair agreement between the experimental and theore
energies is obtained from SO calculations. The MAE
roughly doubled~except for NiPt! when OP is included,
which moves the calculated values closer to the experime
ones.@001# is the easy direction for all compounds in Tab
III except MnHg and MnRh, for which the easy direction
along @110#. The experimental MAE for Fe, Co, and Ni ar
of the order ofmeV/atom.47 The binary layered material
studied here have an MAE of the order of meV/f.u. indic
ing that the magnetic anisotropy of the system may be
hanced by orders of magnitude in multicomponent syste
by the proper selection of constituents.

Some of the experimentally observed magnetic proper
of these materials are given in Table I. All the Mn phas
considered in this paper are antiferromagnetic, however,
worthwhile to note that ferromagnetic MnNi alloys hav
been grown with the easy axis of magnetization perpend
lar to the layer plane.48 Furthermore, the antiferromagnet

TABLE II. Unit-cell parameters (a andc in Å! and axial ratios
for the primitive tetragonal unit cell used in the present calculatio

Compound a c c/a

CoPt 2.6912 3.6839 1.3688
FeNi 2.5307 3.5789 1.4142
FePd 2.7294 3.7309 1.3669
FePt 2.7301 3.7879 1.3874
MnHg 3.2279 3.3129 1.0263
MnNi 2.6317 3.5294 1.3411
MnPd 2.8779 3.5899 1.2474
MnPt 2.8298 3.6647 1.2950
MnRh 2.7789 3.5599 1.2810
NiPt 2.7032 3.5889 1.3276
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~AF! phase of MnRh transforms into a ferromagnetic one
low substitution levels of Bi or Te on the Rh site.49 Possibly
one may stabilize ferromagnetism also in the other
phases by proper chemical substitution. For this reason
highly interesting to perform calculations for the Mn-bas
AF phases in the ferromagnetic state. Our calculations sh
that NiPt possesses perpendicular anisotropy with la
MAE. The established PMA in NiPt is consistent with rece
experimental data in the sense that Ni/Pt multilayer fil
show PMA at room temperature.50 Krishnanet al.51 reported
that Ni/Pt multilayers with Ni layers thinner than about 2 n
show perpendicular anisotropy and ferromagnetism. Ta
III shows that the Pd and Pt phases have large MAE
possible reason is that both Pd and Pt have a large Sto
enhanced susceptibility together with a large spin-orbit c
pling. Thus they acquire a sizable spin-polarization in co
tact with 3d magnets and give an important contribution
the anisotropy, due to their large spin-orbit coupling. Th
viewpoint is supported by the observation26 that suppression
of the spin-orbit interaction in Pd reduces the calculated
isotropy of Pd/Co/Pd films. Our prediction of perpendicu

.
TABLE III. Calculated magnetic-anisotropy energies~MAE in

meV! obtained from relativistic FPLMTO calculations withou
~SO! and with orbital-polarization corrections~SO1OP!. The re-
sults are compared with experimental and other theoretical val

Phase SO SO1OP
Theory
~others! Experiment Easy axis

CoPt 1.052 1.642 1.50a 1.451 @001#
1.782b 1.583c @001#

1.665d @001#
1.0e @001#

FeNi 0.077 0.172 0.254 @001#
FePd 0.154 0.342 0.55e 0.5204f @001#

0.48g @001#
0.63c @001#
0.5898h @001#

FePt 2.734 2.891 2.8a 0.8811f @001#
2.258b @001#
2.75e @001#

MnHg 20.068 20.069 @110#
MnNi 0.023 0.116 @001#
MnPd 0.077 0.147
MnPt 4.696 5.342 @001#
MnRh 20.163 20.285 @110#
NiPt 1.248 0.239 @001#i

aSakuma~Theory! ~Ref. 29!.
bSolovyevet al. ~Theory! ~Ref. 30!.
cMaykov et al. ~Experiment! ~Ref. 88!.
dBrissoneauet al. ~Experiment! ~Ref. 89!.
eOppeneer~Theory! ~Ref. 31!.
fPyn’ko et al. ~Experiment! ~Ref. 90!.
gKamp et al. ~Experiment! ~Ref. 91!.
hMagatet al. ~Experiment! ~Ref. 92!.
iKim and Shin~Experiment! ~Ref. 50!.
9-6
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anisotropy in FeNi is consistent with experimental studies
the sense that the distribution function of the magnetic
perfine fields of ultrathin Fe/Ni multilayers gives an out-o
plane anisotropy at the interface.52 The increase in MAE
from FeNi to FePt in Table III is due to enhancement of t
spin-orbit splitting. The calculated MAE for NiPt is onl
0.239 meV, much less than that for FePt, Table III. There
also a large difference in the calculated total magnetic m
ment in the easy magnetization direction, 3.41mB for FePt
and 0.66mB for NiPt, respectively. The smaller value o
MAE in NiPt compared to FePt is to some part the result
a weaker exchange splitting. Since the full-potential calcu
tions have the most flexible basis set as well as a more e
effective potential, the results reported in Table III must
considered to be more accurate one that can be obtained
the density-functional calculation.

The present total-energy results refer to 0 K, whereas
measurements have been performed at finite tempera
Hence, the small difference between the experimental
theoretical MAE value is at least partly due to a temperat
effect. Another reason for the larger MAE value in the th
oretical studies is that the calculations are made for an
ally ordered lattice. Available experimental data for Fe
show that the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy increa
with the degree of layer ordering.53

Two types of contributions to the anisotropy energy c
be distinguished.

~1! A contribution induced by the spin-orbit interactio
causing splitting of partly occupied orbitally degenerate le
els and resulting in a lowering of the total energy. Also, t
spin-orbit interaction couples eigenstatesc i andc j with en-
ergiese i below the Fermi energy ande j above the Fermi
energy. Since the spin-orbit splitting depends on the mag
tization direction, so does the total energy. If the spin-or
coupling parameterj is sufficiently small, one can use pe
turbation theory to deduce the contribution to the anisotro
energy.

~2! Another contribution induced by crystal-field splittin
is caused by the reduction in symmetry of the systems w
going from cubic to lower symmetric structures.

These contributions are discussed in detail below. Ho
ever, first we outline briefly the details of the calculated el
tronic structure, and spin and orbital moments, since
helps in understanding the analysis of MAE.

A. DOS characteristics

The spin-polarized total density of states for FePd a
MnPd are shown in Fig. 3. For all these phases the vale
band is mainly constituted byd bands. The profile of TDOS
is structurally similar for all these phases: an almost co
pletely occupied band of electrons with majority spin and
Fermi level (EF) on the low-energy slope of the intense pe
of DOS with minority spin. The topology of the TDOS o
FePd and MnPd are similar. However,EF is located so as to
reflect the one-electron difference in the valence electr
between these two compounds. The rigid-band model se
to hold for the gross feature of DOS. A characteristic asp
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commonly seen in these systems is that thed bands of Pd
and Fe/Mn form bonding and antibonding states. In the
nority spin state thed bands of Pd and Fe/Mn strongly ove
lap in the energy region nearEF . Similar to other ferromag-
nets, the width of the majority band is narrower than t
minority band. The behavior of TDOS nearEF depends
largely on the contribution of Fe 3d states in FeX phases.
The d bands of Pd and Pt are almost completely occup
independently of the magnetization direction.

In order to understand the role of the hybridization b
tween the Fe andX atoms in the electronic structure of th
FeX phases, the site-, angular momentum-, and sp
projected density of states~PDOS! of FeX phases are shown
in Fig. 4. It is seen that thed states of theX atoms are
energetically almost degenerate with the majority spin D
of the Fe atom in the whole valence-band range, giving r
to substantial hybridization between Fe 3d↑ andX d↑↓ states.
Further, thed bands of theX atoms are almost totally filled
for both spin channels. In contrast to bulk Fe, the majori
spin 3d bands of Fe is completely filled due to the cons
quence of the band narrowing resulting from the enhan
ments of the Fe-Fe distance and this leads to an enha
magnetic moment. The PDOS for FePt in Fig. 4 shows t
the Pt 5d DOS has a peak structure just aboveEF in the
majority-spin state. This feature is not present in the Ni 3d or
Pd 4d DOS in Fig. 4. Consistent with our findings, th
XMCD spectra at the PtN6,7 edge in Fe/Pt multilayers
indicate54 that the Pt-5d PDOS just above the Fermi level i
higher for the majority-spin states than for the minority-sp
states.

The N(EF) values are directly related to the electron
part of the specific-heat coefficient and calculated values
N(EF) are given in Table IV. The tabulated value ofN(EF)
for FePd is in good agreement with the experimental value
18.3 states/~Ry f.u.) obtained from specific-hea
measurements.55 From theN(EF) values obtained from spe
cific heat measurements on ordered and disordered F
Kuanget al.55 concluded that a lower value ofN(EF) for the
ordered crystal structure relative to that of a disordered st
ture is due to the formation of a superlattice Brillouin zon
From PDOS for FePd in Fig. 4 it is clear that the small val
of N(EF) is due toEF lying on a pseudogap in the 3d↑↓

states of Fe and that the Pd 4d states have negligible contri
butions atEF . Our calculated value ofN(EF! for CoPt in
Table IV agrees well with the value of 29.9 states/(Ry f.u

FIG. 3. Total density of states~TDOS! for FePd and MnPd
phase obtained from SO1OP calculation.
9-7
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obtained56 from the ASA calculation. From specific-hea
measurements57 the electronic-specific-heat coefficient,g 5
11.6 mJ/(mol K2) has been obtained for NiPt. The magne
properties of many of these alloys are sensitive to the lo
atomic environment. For example, ordered NiPt is an a
ferromagnetic phase58 with low N(EF) whereas its disor-
dered counterpart is ferromagnetic with largeN(F).59 For the
remaining phases no electronic-specific-heat data are a
able. We hope that the presently reportedN(EF) values in
Table IV will motivate further experimental studies.

B. Spin and orbital moment

In Table IV we give the spin moments from SO1OP
calculations, within each MT site and for the interstitial r
gion, in all cases for the moments aligned along@001# or
@110#. For comparison, available experimental~from magne-
tization, neutron diffraction, and XMCD measurements! and
theoretical~from ASA calculations! values of spin and or-
bital moments are given in Table V. Our calculations sh
that the OP correction does not change the spin mom
significantly although the orbital moment enhancement is

FIG. 4. Angular momentum-, spin-, and site-projected density
states~PDOS! for FeX phases obtained from SO1OP calculations
with the magnetic-quantization axis along@001#. The left panel rep-
resents PDOS for Fe and the right panel represents the PDOS fX.
The↑ symbol means majority-spin electrons,↓ minority-spin elec-
trons. For clarity thes andp states are scaled by factors 10 and 1
respectively.EF is set to zero and represented by vertical dot
line.
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most 100%. Further, the fact that one derives almost
same spin moment for both magnetization directions in
cates that the magnetic anisotropy is originating from
anisotropy of the orbital moment. The spin moments of M
and Fe for the Pd-based phases are larger than for the
based phases as can be seen from Table IV. This is a hy
ization effect, where the large 5d overlap with the 3d orbit-
als reduces the moment.

In Fig. 4 the valence bands formed by the Fe 3d and X
3d, 4d, or 5d states in FeX phases are displayed and
substantial exchange splitting between the spin-up and s
down subbands is found on the Fe 3d states. As a result the
Fe spin moment dominates whereas theX spin moment is
much smaller. It is well known that the proximity of a non
magnetic metal suppresses the magnetic moment of s
elements depending on the extent of overlap between thd
band of the magnetic metal and conduction band of the n
magnetic metal. For the present systems, taking FePt a
example, the reduced number of Fe neareast neighbors
rows the bandwidth relative to that in pure Fe, which in tu
increases the spin moment. However, compared to FePd
moment of FePt is smaller, since, as pointed out above,
3d-5d overlap is larger than the 3d-4d overlap. In contrast,
like for a single Fe monolayer in noble metals,60 the calcu-
lated magnetic moments in these bilayers~Table IV! are sig-
nificantly enhanced from that of pure Mn, Fe, Co, or Ni. W

f

,
d

TABLE IV. Calculated density of states at the Fermi lev
@N(EF) in states/(Ry f.u.)] site-projected spin moments obtain
from relativistic FPLMTO calculation with orbital-polarization cor
rection. Spin moments are denoted by the subscripts, and the total
moment byt. A denotes the first atom site (3d element!, B denotes
the second atom site, and ‘‘Int’’ means the interstitial region. A
atomic moments are in units ofmB /atom and the total moment in
mB /f.u.

Phase N(EF) As Bs Ints ABs

CoPt @001# 21.025 1.803 0.394 20.051 2.146
CoPt @110# 28.527 1.809 0.398 20.051 2.156
FeNi @001# 18.215 2.568 0.679 20.028 3.219
FeNi @110# 18.205 2.568 0.679 20.028 3.219
FePd@001# 20.224 2.949 0.369 20.042 3.276
FePd@110# 20.314 2.949 0.369 20.042 3.277
FePt@001# 18.943 2.891 0.353 20.039 3.205
FePt@110# 19.091 2.893 0.355 20.039 3.209
MnHg @001# 34.062 3.671 20.034 0.038 3.675
MnHg @110# 34.733 3.671 20.034 0.038 3.675
MnNi @001# 39.048 3.100 0.581 0.061 3.742
MnNi @110# 39.074 3.098 0.580 0.061 3.739
MnPd @001# 13.514 3.798 0.356 0.151 4.305
MnPd @110# 13.643 3.798 0.356 0.151 4.305
MnPt @001# 20.569 3.620 0.338 0.067 4.025
MnPt @110# 22.487 3.613 0.335 0.066 4.014
MnRh @001# 36.572 3.066 0.065 0.061 3.192
MnRh @110# 36.314 3.066 0.062 0.061 3.189
NiPt @001# 44.793 0.426 0.199 20.014 0.611
NiPt @110# 44.822 0.378 0.180 20.013 0.545
9-8
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TABLE V. The experimentally~Expt.! and theoretically~Theor.! observed spin and orbital moments fo
the CuAu~I!-type phases considered in the present study. Orbital moments are denoted by the subscro. A
denotes the first atom site (3d element!, B denotes the second atom. All moments are in units ofmB atom and
the total moments inmB /f.u.

Phase Ao
SO1OP Bo

SO1OP Ao
SO Bo

SO Ao Bo

CoPt ~Expt.!a 0.28 0.24
CoPt ~Expt.!b 0.08
CoPt ~Theor.!c 0.12 0.07
CoPt ~Theor.!d 0.12 0.06
CoPt @001# 0.161 0.062 0.089 0.056
CoPt @110# 0.112 0.080 0.057 0.073
FeNi @001# 0.080 0.047 0.051 0.035
FeNi @110# 0.067 0.049 0.045 0.037
FePd~Expt.!e 0.17 0.22
FePd~Theor.!f 0.19~tot!
FePd@001# 0.123 0.029 0.073 0.026
FePd@110# 0.099 0.033 0.063 0.029
FePt~Expt.!g 0.07 0.1
FePt~Theor.!c 0.08 0.05
FePt~Theor.!d 0.08 0.07
FePt@001# 0.110 0.048 0.067 0.042
FePt@110# 0.096 0.063 0.061 0.055
MnHg @001# 20.004 0.014 20.006 0.014
MnHg @110# 20.006 0.015 20.007 0.014
MnNi @001# 0.017 0.046 0.011 0.034
MnNi @110# 0.014 0.038 0.009 0.029
MnPd @001# 0.012 0.032 0.009 0.028
MnPd @110# 0.007 0.028 0.005 0.025
MnPt @001# 0.046 0.039 0.038 0.034
MnPt @110# 0.037 0.030 0.029 0.026
MnRh @001# 0.043 20.018 0.032 20.014
MnRh @110# 0.057 20.039 0.040 20.029
NiPt @001# 0.000 0.048 0.000 0.042
NiPt @110# 20.059 0.068 20.033 0.056

aSee Ref. 93. eSee Ref. 96.
bSee Ref. 94. fSee Ref. 97.
cSee Ref. 29. gSee Ref. 98.
dSee Ref. 9.
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will outline the origin of the enhancement of the spin m
ments in FeX phases and apply this to the other syste
considered here. In the CuAu~I!-type structure, both Fe an
X have only four nearest neighbors of the same type and
makes the hybridization between the same type of ato
weaker compared with that in the fcc structure. Further,
site-, spin-, and angular-momentum-projected DOS of
FeX phases given in Fig. 4 indicate that the lower ene
part of the Fe 3d↓ states are almost empty which mak
one-spin channel of thed electrons not participating in th
covalent interaction with neighboring atoms. This weak
hybridization effect usually narrows the bandwidths61 and
enhances the exchange splitting. Furthermore, the large
change splitting is due to considerable tetragonal distor
along with the volume expansion that produces band narr
ing and a larger magnetic moment. The observation of
duced magnetism on the Pd/Pt site is consistent with exp
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mental studies in the sense that spin-resolved and s
integrated, angle-resolved photoemission studies62 reveal
magnetic polarization of Pd and Pt at the interface with
ferromagnetic substrate. The XMCD studies show induc
spin polarization in nonmagnetic metals for Co/Pt~Ref. 63!
and Fe/Pd multilayers.63–65 Also, Koide et al.54 measured
XMCD spectra for Fe/Pt multilayer films and found an i
duced moment on the Pt atoms aligned parallel to the
moments.

The good agreement for the orbital moment of fcc a
hcp Co obtained from the present type of SO1OP
calculation35 compared with recent XMCD measurements66

indicates that the predicted orbital moments~Table V! are
reliable. From Table V it should be noted that all MnX
phases possess considerable orbital moments for both m
netization directions, however, the orbital moments are sm
due to the fact that Mn is close to a half-filled shell syste
9-9
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Furthermore, the orbital moment at the Mn site is n
changed dramatically on going to other metal compone
For CoPt we obtained from our SO1OP calculations an or
bital moment of 0.112 and 0.161mB /atom for Co, respec-
tively with spin quantization along@110# and@001#. The lat-
ter value agrees with the recent XMCD value66 of 0.16
60.01mB /atom for the Co/Pt interface layer. The larger o
bital moment along@001# compared with that of hcp Co
(0.14860.005mB /atom) indicates that the reduced ban
width and enhanced spin moment play an important role
MAE. Further, hybridization induces magnetism on the
atoms and their orbital moments are aligned parallel to
of Co. The considerable OMA at the Pt site in CoPt indica
that both Co and Pt contribute to PMA. As noted
Sakuma29 for FePt and CoPt, the spin-orbit coupling of Pt
roughly ten times larger than that of a 3d transition metal.
Hence, the considerable orbital moment of Pt is a combi
effect of the hybridization with the neighboring magne
elements and its large spin-orbit interaction~SOI! strength.

It is well known that the splitting of electron-energy stat
in the magnetic quantum number levels (ml) due to SOI
interaction is the origin of orbital moment. Since the size
the orbital moment is to a large degree caused by a redi
bution of electron states around the Fermi level,37 it gener-
ally scales to some degree with the value of DOS atEF .
However, in addition the crystal symmetry is important sin
low symmetric phases are usually found to have the larg
orbital moment. To improve the understanding of the orb
moments, Fig. 5 shows the spin-projected orbital mome
for FeX as a function of band filling for the moment aligne
along@001# as obtained from SO1OP calculations. Owing to
the partial cancellation of spin-up and spin-down contrib
tions one finds only a very small value of the total orbi
moment on the Fe andX sites ~see Fig. 5!. These results
indicate a close correlation between values for the orb
magnetic moments and the spin-polarized electronic st
ture nearEF . From Table V it is seen that materials posse
ing large exchange splitting and SO strength usually h
large orbital moments. This can be understood in the follo
ing way. A spin-degenerate calculation, even if it includ
the SO interaction, will yield a zero orbital moment. Thus
spin moment that is reduced~approaches zero! produces an
orbital moment that is also reduced~approaches zero!. Con-
versely, increased spin moments~viz., increased exchang
splitting! generally produce larger orbital moments. Ev
though Pd and Pt are nonmagnetic in their elemental fo
they possess considerable orbital moments in the phases
sidered here. This is due to the combined effect of large
and induced spin moments.

From Tables V it is clear that OP usually enhances
orbital moment, and these values approach the experime
ones. The origin of the enhancement may be explained
follows. The expression for the orbital-polarization energy
obtained by a mean-field treatment35 of the interactionl i l j ( l i
being the orbital moment of electroni ). This means that a
the variational step and for eachk point an orbital with azi-
muthal and magnetic quantum number, (l ,ml) will be shifted
by an amountBmlL. This shifting always enhances the o
bital moment and hence the magnetic anisotropy. Furt
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within perturbation theory67 the orbital angular momentum i
proportional to the SO parameterj and for the limit of large
exchange splitting a new orbital angular momentum,L
5Lo /(12LoB/j), results upon including the orbital polar
ization, whereLo is the orbital angular momentum obtaine
without orbital polarization. Hence, OP represents an eff
tive spin-orbit coupling parameterj85j1BL. These fea-
tures cause a large value of the orbital moment and magn
anisotropy when OP is included in the calculations.

The orbital moment on the Pt site is larger than that of
and Pd in FeX phases as given in Table V. From Fig. 4 it
clear that the Pt-5d DOS is much broader in the valenc
band ~VB! than Ni 3d and Pd 4d DOS due to screening
effects. Hence, the larger moment is attributed to the m
higher degree of hybridization between Pt(5d)-Fe(3d) than
Pd(4d)-Fe(3d) or Ni(3d)-Fe(3d). Apart from the hybrid-
ization effect, the large SOI of Pt also plays an importa
role in the enhancement of the orbital moment. Except
NiPt, MnHg, and MnRh the orbital moments of both co
stituents align parallel to the spin moment~see Table IV!. It
is interesting to note that except MnHg and NiPt, the cal

FIG. 5. Orbital-moment number of states~ONOS! or orbital
moment as a function of energy as obtained from SO1OP calcula-
tion with the quantization axis along@001# for FeX.
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lated orbital moments on the 3d-transition-metal sites are
larger than those on the 4d/5d-transition-metal sites~Table
V!. The reason is a strong mutual cancellation of the spin
and spin-down contribution on the 4d/5d site, rather than a
low value of SOI for these sites~see Fig. 5!. The small value
of the orbital moment in transition metals compared with
transition metal compounds considered here is a co
quence of the well-known crystal-field quenching of the
bital moment together with the fact that the spin-orbit co
pling parameter is relatively small. When we compare o
calculated orbital moment~Table V! with those obtained
from ASA calculations~see Table V!, both SO and SO1OP
always give smaller values of the orbital moment. For
SO1OP calculations a better quantitative agreement with
perimental values is obtained than for the ASA calculatio
indicating the importance of full-potential treatment. Rega
ing measurements of the orbital moment, the XMCD stud
have so far only been carried out for a few multilayer film
We hope that our predicted spin and orbital moments for
bilayer materials given in Tables IV and V will motivat
further experimental measurements.

C. MAE and tetragonal distortion

In the following section we analyze the different impo
tant contributions to MAE for the present systems. Ap
from surface/interface anisotropies, strain anisotropies
induce perpendicular magnetization.68–70 From the calcula-
tion of MAE along the Bain path on Ni by Hjortstamet al.71

and on Co and Fe by Jameset al.72 it has been shown that fo
cubic symmetry MAE is of the order ofmeV /atom and
breaking the cubic symmetry may enhance MAE by ord
of magnitude. Hence, it is interesting to study the correlat
between MAE and the tetragonal distortion in the CuAu~I!-
type compounds. Thec/a vs MAE relationship for the bi-
layer materials considered in the present study are show
Fig. 6. It is seen that MnPt has a large tetragonal distor
along with large exchange interaction arising from Mn a
SOI from Pt, and hence, possesses a large MAE. On
other hand, MnHg, despite a large exchange interac
~from Mn! and large SOI~from Hg d states!, possesses low
magnetic anisotropy due toc/a close to the value for cubic
symmetry and a low hybridization between the Mn 3d and
Hg 5d states. Further, Hg has filledd bands and the induce
spin polarization for Hg is therefore negligible for MnH
~see Table IV!. In MnAl, none of the constituents posse
large SOI. Despite these features MnAl possesses a com
rably large value of MAE~0.341 meV! due to the fact that
c/a deviates substantially from cubic symmetry~see Table
II !. The above results indicate the importance of larger str
lower symmetry in order to receive large magnetic anis
ropy.

The relationship between reduced symmetry and
hanced anisotropy is most readily seen when the spin-o
coupling can be treated in terms of perturbation theory.67 For
uniaxial symmetry the anisotropy energy is proportional
j2 ~instead ofj4 for cubic symmetry! wherej is the spin-
orbit coupling constant. Whenc/a changes between 1~for
bcc! and A2 ~for fcc!, an additional contribution to MAE
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arises from the lifting of the degeneracy of the electrons
the tetragonal crystal field. Hence, the reasons for the sm
MAE in cubic bulk systems is the high symmetry that on
allows a fourth-order anisotropy constant. However, o
should be cautious when correlating directlyc/a with MAE
for different phases, since MAE depends not only on sy
metry changes but also on band filling, hybridization b
tween constituents and corresponding changes of the e
tronic structure, etc. For the Pt phases, apart from
exchange splitting, the (3d)-Pt(5d) hybridization plays a
very important role for the anisotropy.

D. Orbital moment anisotropy and MAE

As proposed originally by van Vleck,73 the magnetic an-
isotropy arises primarily from the spin-orbit interaction. R
cently, angle-dependent XMCD measurements on Co3Pt
films have shown that the microscopic origin of PMA
related to 3d and 5d orbital moment anisotropies such a
out-of-plane components of the orbital moments be
higher than the in-plane components.74 For uniaxial layered
materials, MAE may be defined asDE5E'2Ei, where'

andi stand for the magnetization perpendicular to and wit
the layers, respectively. In order to understand the first p
ciple result, a perturbation expression for MAE was found
be very helpful.7 Due to the large exchange splitting~about 2
eV for Mn, Fe, and Co in these phases!, contributions from
spin-orbit coupling~SOC! between spin-down states dom
nate the SOC-induced energy changes and thus we can
plify MAE from the various transition metal sites to

DE5Ei2E''j2(
u, f

z^uuLzu f & z22 z^uuLxu f & z2

eu2e f
, ~7!

FIG. 6. Correlation between MAE and the tetragonal distort
for bilayered transition-metal phases.c/a represents the axial ratio
of the simple tetragonal structure and isA2 times that of CuAu~I!-
type structure.
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where u and f stand for unoccupied and filled spin-dow
states, respectively. Thus, if the coupling throughLz is stron-
ger, perpendicular magnetization prevails~positive MAE en-
ergy! and vice versa. Bruno75 showed, using perturbatio
theory and assuming that the exchange splitting is larger
the bandwidth for a 3d element with more than half-filledd
shell, that the following relationship holds between MA
and OMA:

DE}2
j

4mB
@M0

'2M0
i #, ~8!

whereM0
' andM0

i are the orbital moment for magnetizatio
perpendicular and within the plane, respectively, andj is the
spin-orbit parameter. The above relation states that for
pendicular magnetic anisotropyM0

' will be larger thanM0
i ,

whereas for a preferred in-plane magnetization the reve
situation will occur. From the theoretical study by Hjortsta
et al.71 on tetragonally distorted fcc Ni, and by Trygget al.27

for bcc Fe, hcp Co and fcc Ni, it has indeed been conclu
that the easy-magnetization axis coincides with the direc
that has the largest orbital moment. Hence, if it is judged t
OMA is easier to measure than MAE, one could simply ta
OMA and use Eq.~8! to estimate MAE. Equation~8! has
been investigated experimentally for various Co-based m
netic multilayers using the XMCD-sum rules to determi
the Co-orbital moment in the multilayers.76–78

The relationship between OMA and MAE does not
ways hold and it is of interest to investigate how well it hol
for the present systems. In order to establish this correla
we have plotted MAE vs OMA (L0012L110) in Fig. 7. It is
interesting to note that except FePt, all the materials
possess perpendicular anisotropy~i.e., with positive MAE in
Fig. 7 and@001# being the easy axis! the abovementioned
correlation holds well. There is, however, no straightforwa
proportionality between OMA and the corresponding anis
ropy energies. This implies that the relationship between
orbital moments and magnetic anisotropy energies is m
more complicated for bilayer systems than for the sim
cases discussed above.75 From the XMCD measurements o
orbital moments and the magnetic anisotropy for Co/X ~X 5
Ni, Pd, Pt! Weller et al.76 concluded that these multilayer
possess PMA and showed that the out-of-plane orbital
ment of Co in Co/Pd and Co/Pt multilayers are larger th
in-plane. Our calculated result for CoPt is consistent w
these experimental results in the sense that we have fo
PMA and also the orbital moment of Co larger in out-o
plane than in-plane. The orbital moment of Co in CoPt
much smaller than that in YCo5 ~where Co has an orbita
moment of 0.24–0.26mB),79 which possesses strong PMA
Hence, the large PMA in CoPt must have a substantial c
tribution from Pt that exhibits a considerable induced orb
moment. A recent XMCD study66 on Co/Pt multilayers is in
support of this view and indicates that PMA is caused
anisotropy in orbital moments and originates from Pt 5d–
3d hybridization. A straightforward extension of Eq.~8! for
bilayer systems has been derived80
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DEAB5DEA1DEB

52
1

4mB
@jA~M001

o 2M110
o !A#

2
1

4mB
@jB~M001

o 2M110
o !B#1EB

121EB
21 . ~9!

In this equationA denotes a magnetic 3d element, such as
Fe, with large exchange splitting and B a ligand atom, such
as Pt, where the exchange splitting is almost vanishing.
ing the approximate data forj obtained from a standard free
atom calculation and the data of orbital moments given
Table V we have calculated theDEAB using the first two
terms in Eq.~9!. From the calculatedDEAB as a function of
MAE obtained from the SO1OP calculations shown in Fig
7~b! we found that except MnPt all the other compounds f
closely to a straight line with slope 1:1. We note from th
equation that the contribution from the magnetic atoms, e
Fe, is similar to the expression for the pure elements. Ho
ever, the nonmagnetic ‘‘B atoms’’ contribute to the MAE
both with a term that involves the anisotropy of the orbi
moment but also with two other termsEB

12 andEB
21 . These

represent couplings between states that are not diagon
spin, i.e., they couple spin-up~1! and a spin-down (2)
states. For atoms with large exchange splitting this coup
vanishes. Hence, if the contribution from the nonmagne
atoms is large, as would be the case for heavy elements

FIG. 7. ~a! Anisotropy in orbital moment (L0012L110) vs MAE
for bilayered materials obtained from SO1OP calculations. Positive
~negative! value for they axis means that large orbital moments a
pointing along the@001# ~@110#! axis. ~b! The DEAB vs MAE for
bilayered materials obtained from SO1OP calculations.
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LARGE MAGNETOCRYSTALLINE ANISOTROPY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 144409
as Pt and Hg, the linearity between orbital moment and M
should not hold, something that Fig. 7~a! shows.

For MnRh and MnHg the calculations predict in-pla
anisotropy, but with large orbital moments pointing alo
@001# rather than along@110#. This is against what may b
expected from Eq.~8!. The reason for the violation is tha
although the orbital moment is large along@110# ~easy axis!
for Mn and Rh/Hg, the orbital moments are of opposite si
Hence, the net orbital moment becomes larger for the h
@001# in MnHg and MnRh~Table V!. If one believes that the
orbital-moment anisotropy of both constituents in the bila
materials contributes to MAE, one can expect in-plane
isotropy in FePt since a large orbital moment is pointi
along @110#. From Table V it should be noted that for Fe
the orbital moment originating from Fe is larger for@001#
than for@110#, indicating that if one considers OMA to aris
from Fe alone, then the above-mentioned correlation@Eq.
~8!# is obeyed. Hence, we conclude that one should be c
tious when applying Eq.~8! for multicomponent systems
Owing to the induced moment on Pt, the orbital momen
larger for @110# than @001#, which makes the total OMA
negative in FePt~Fig. 7!. This demonstrates that the correl
tion between total OMA and MAE may not hold well fo
multicomponent systems where some of the constituents
ses a large induced moment originating from the neighbo
magnetic atoms. On the other hand, from Fig. 7~b! it is clear
that there is a linear relation betweenDEAB and MAE. This
indicates that the MAE originating from the combined effe
of anisotropy in the orbital moment and SOI. As discuss
by Solovyevet al.,30 the anisotropy in FePt is mainly origi
nating from Pt in FePt. So, large MAE in FePt is the co
bined effect of the large SOI and the anisotropy in the orb
moment in the Pt site in FePt. The large deviation of Mn
from the linear relation in Fig. 7~b! indicate that apart from
OMA the spin-flip contributions play an important role
deciding MAE in multicomponent systems.

E. MAE and band filling

MAE depends26 quite strongly on the unit-cell dimension
of the structural arrangement and the location of Fermi
ergy on the DOS curve. The sensitivity of MAE upon ba
filling can be used in practice to modify the MAE by chem
cal substitution. Hence, MAE calculations as a function
band filling are useful. Figure 8 shows the orbital-mome
density of states for the@001# direction obtained from the

relation ml ,sDml t
n̂ , whereDml t

n̂ is the density of states fo

orbital quantum numberml for the atomt, spin s, and
magnetization directionn̂. From this illustration it can be
seen that ODOS for the Fe site changes considerably w
going from FeNi to FePt, even though the Fe spin mom
does not change significantly~Table IV!. Especially the am-
plitude of the Fe ODOS increases on going from FeNi
FePt. Further, the Fe ODOS in FeNi has same sign as th
Ni, but on the other hand, it has opposite sign to that of P
FePt in most of the energy range. In order to obtain a m
clear picture, the orbital-moment number of states for
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FeX phases in the@001# magnetization direction~Fig. 5! are
calculated by integration of the ODOS curve using the re
tion

Ms
n̂~e!5E

2`

e

(
ml s

ml Dml s
n̂ ~e!de. ~10!

The ONOS value atEF in Fig. 5 corresponds to the orbita
moments given in Table V. It should be noted that the ON
values increase on going from FeNi to FePt due to increa
spin-orbit interaction from theX atom. For cubic symmetry
the orbitals group into degenerate eg (dx22y2 and d3z22r 2)
and t2g (dxy ,dyz ,dzx) sets. The tetragonal distortion furthe
lifts the above degeneracy of thed states and this leads t
enhancement of the orbital moment. The opposite sign
ONOS in Fig. 5 for majority- and minority-spin states a
understood as follows. When the spin-orbit coupling is int
duced in the band Hamiltonian, there will be matrix eleme
of the typeLzSz ~and L1S21L2S1). Hence, the spin-up
electron states with positive~negative! quantum numbersml
will be pushed up~down!. Exactly the opposite is found fo
spin-down electrons, viz., the contribution to the total orbi

FIG. 8. Orbital-moment density of states~ODOS! as obtained
from SO1OP calculations for FeX (X5Ni, Pd, Pt) for the spin-
quantization direction along@001#.
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P. RAVINDRAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 144409
moment for the spin-up~-down! electrons is negative~posi-
tive!. Due to exchange splitting the states for one spin dir
tion will be preferentially occupied. Hence, the cancellati
between different spins will be partially broken and an
bital magnetization obeying Hund’s third rule is forme
Thus, the size of the orbital moment depends on the s
splitting. Larger spin polarization is important for the u
quenching of orbital moments at 3d sites. From Fig. 5 it is
clear that the orbital moment is formed mainly by spin-do
states and is renormalized by a smaller and opposite co
bution from nearly occupied spin-up states in all the cas

It has been shown that a rigid-band approximation wo
well to describe trends in MAE and OMA for alloys involv
ing Fe, Co, and Ni.80 Moreover, earlier studies9 indicate that
there is a simple correspondence between the anisotrop
orbital moment and MAE for a wide range of band fillings
Co-based multilayers. Hence, it is interesting to study
role of band filling on the anisotropy of the orbital mome
since this will give ideas about small perturbation in MA
caused by impurities, surfaces, interfaces, and hole/elec
doping in multilayer films. It is difficult to envisage the an
isotropy from ONOS in Fig. 5. We have therefore calcula
the difference in the ONOS (DONOS! from the relation
Ms

[110](e)2Ms
[001](e) for the FeX phases as a function o

band filling obtained from SO and SO1OP calculations for
majority-spin, minority-spin, and total electrons. Due to t
space limitation we have given theDONOS obtained from
SO1OP calculation alone in Fig. 9. The value ofDONOS at
the Fermi energy is nothing but the difference in orbital m
ment and is proportional to MAE according to Eq.~8!. From
our studies we found that when OP correction is includ
DONOS(E) does not change significantly for FeNi, where
larger changes are found for FePt. The reason is that the
correction scale withj according to Eq.~1! and hence the
influence of OP will be larger for materials with largej.
Further, the extended nature of Pd 4d and Pt 5d states over
Ni 3d states, the strong hybridization of Fe 3d and Pd 4d/Pt
5d bands, and the large spin-orbit coupling of Pd/Pt cause
increase in OMA and PMA for FePd and FePt.

The band-filling dependence of OMA is quantitative
different for the FeX phases although isostructural and is
electronic~with respect to valence electrons!, FePd and FeP
have larger OMA than FeNi. Hence, it is difficult to predi
MAE from the simple, rigid band-filling picture, i.e., from
the DONOS~E! curve for related systems. From Fig. 9 it
clear that MAE of multilayers is not solely due to the r
duced symmetry of the atoms at the interfaces, as in Ne´el’s
model of surface anisotropy, but depends also on the in
face electronic structure. Our calculation shows that the
correction influences theDONOS(E) curve in the whole en-
ergy range under consideration. It is evident from the fig
that the large anisotropy in FePd and FePt atEF originates
from the majority-spin electrons. On the other hand in Fe
the minority-spin electrons are mainly contributing to t
magnetic anisotropy. Although we are unable to quant
tively correlate OMA with MAE, Fig. 9 shows clearly tha
OMA increases systematically on going from FeNi to Fe
These factors added up to the increase in calculated M
from 0.172 meV for FeNi to 2.891 meV for FePt~Table III!.
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The derived values from the SO1OP calculations are almos
twice those obtained from SO calculations, however,
shape of the OMA curves obtained from SO and SO1OP
calculations are almost the same. For the latter reason,
expects qualitatively the same MAE dependence on b
filling in both cases. Further, if rigid band-filling conside
ations work for small hole-doping one can from Fig. 9 expe
that MAE will decrease for both FePd and FePt, but incre
for FeNi. On the other hand, since OMA is increasing
electron doping for the three phases, this will favor an
crease in MAE. From Fig. 9 it is seen that the orbita
moment anisotropy in the majority and minority spins is
opposite sign in certain energy ranges and of the same
in others. As mentioned earlier, the orbital moments for
majority- and the minority-spin states are always of oppos
sign over the whole energy range~Fig. 5!. The important
aspect of Fig. 9 is that the contribution from minority-sp
state at the Fermi level is almost negligible in the three FX
phases. This is due to the almost completely filled nature
the majority-spin band. This may be the possible reason
large MAE in these systems. Since in most of the ene
range the majority- and minority-spin states are of oppo

FIG. 9. Anisotropy in orbital-moment number of statesDONOS
~difference in orbital moment between@001# and @110#! as a func-
tion of energy for FeX (X5Ni, Pd, Pt) according to SO1OP cal-
culation.
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sign inDONOS, the totalDONOS will be cancelled in mos
of the energy range. However, the negligible contribution
DONOS of the minority-spin channel nearEF brings the
total orbital-moment anisotropy to a considerable value.

The influence of spin-orbit coupling and orbital polariz
tion on the magnetic anisotropy is expected to be maxima
the special situation when degenerate energy bands witml
562 character occur in the vicinity ofEF . The states with
ml562 character (dx22y2 and dxy) have more dispersion
than the states withml561 character (dyz and dxz) as a
consequence of their spatial form and a resulting gre
overlap between orbitals on neighboring atoms is expec
The spin-orbit splitting6mljd /2 is large for states with the
greater dispersion. From Fig. 10 it is clear that VB nearEF
~i.e., 20.5 eV toEF) is mainly dominated byml562 char-
acter. Hence, we believe that the large magnetic anisotr
in the FeX phases is mainly originating from states withml
562 character. This is consistent with the conclusion
Daalderopet al.81 for YCo5, which is the ferromagnet with
the largest MAE among transition-metal phases. Daalde
et al.28 put forward two conditions for obtaining larg
PMA:~i! The presence of an interface between ultrat
close-packed layers and~ii ! the total number of valence elec
trons should be such thatEF is positioned into bands with
ml562 character. Wang, Wu, and Freeman82 showed that
strong, perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in Co-Pd ar
from the hybridization between the out-of-plane Co bond
states and the interface Pd atoms. Daalderopet al.83 also
showed that the perpendicular anisotropy in a Co/P2
multilayer film is caused by the location ofEF much closer
to states that have mainly Codx22y2 anddxy character than
in a free-standing monolayer that possesses in-plane an
ropy. Wanget al.84 showed that at the Co-Cu interface, th
perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy contribution
been drastically decreased in magnitude, in agreement

FIG. 10. Magnetic angular momentum (ml)-projected density of
states~LDOS! for 22, 21, and 0 orbitals for FePd phase. The le
panel represent LDOS for Fe 3d electrons, the right represents th
for the 4d electrons of Pd.
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experiment, because the bondingxz (yz) Co states are di-
rected out of plane, and thus interact strongly with the int
face Cu states. Kyunoet al.85 found from electronic-structure
studies onX/Co (X is a nonmagnetic metal! metallic multi-
layers, that the strength of the hybridization of electron
states at the interface determines the relative position of
Fermi energy in the local DOS foruml u 5 2 character of Co-
d electrons in minority spin. They showed further that
LDOS of uml u 5 2 character is large atEF , the system
should show perpendicular anisotropy. The orbital mom
in transition-metal phases originates from polarization od
electrons inml states due to SO and OP. Hence, it is int
esting to analyzeml projected DOS~LDOS! in detail. Thes-
andp-like electrons contribute negligibly to the spin dens
and we therefore concentrate on the contributions from thd
electrons. From Fig. 10 it can be seen that theml 5 62 ~i.e.,
dxy and dx22y2) contributions are large atEF for all three
phases. One important observation from the LDOS curve
that for Fe thedxz and dyz contributions are small atEF
compared with thedxy , dx22y2, and dz22r 2 contributions.
Also for the Pd atoms, the DOS atEF has large contributions
from the dz22r 2 orbital which indicate the importance o
Fe↓dz22r 22Pd↓dz22r 2 covalent hybridization for the inter
face contribution to MAE. It should also be noted that a
though Pd is nonmagnetic, it has substantial exchange s
ting due to the induced moment originating from th
neighboring Fe in the FeX phases. Further, our calculation
show that due to the enhancement in SOI on going from
to Pt, the splittings in theml levels or Pd/Pt 4d/5d levels are
larger than for Ni 3d. In all three FeX phases the minority-
spin state have large LDOS withuml u 5 two-character atEF
~Fig. 10! and hence show perpendicular anisotropy.28,83,85

F. MAE and exchangeÕspin-orbit interaction

Both PMA and orbital magnetic moments in solids, ha
common origins related to the spin-orbit interaction and
change splitting. In order to understand the role of excha
splitting on MAE of bilayer materials, MAE vs magneti
moment forMPt (M5Mn,Fe,Co,Ni) is plotted in Fig. 11.
When going from Mn to Ni in the Periodic Table, th
strength of the spin-orbit coupling will not change signi
cantly. Also, the other constituent Pt will have very simil
SO strengths for all these phases. So the change in M
when going from MnPt to NiPt is mainly due to the chang
in the exchange splitting. Hence, from Fig. 11 we obse
that a larger exchange splitting results in a larger MA
Since MAE is a result of SO coupling in combination wi
spin polarization, the results in Fig. 11 and 12 are not
surprising. However, it is not entirely obvious that the
should be a rather smooth relationship between MAE a
exchange splitting, as Fig. 11 shows. Concerning the FX
and MnX phases, the SO strength will increases fromX
5Ni to Pt, and hence one can expect an increasing trend
the orbital moment. However, the orbital moment for the
phases from SO1OP calculations~see Table IV! indicates
that there is no systematic changes in the orbital momen
theX atoms when going from Ni to Pt. This can be explain
9-15
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as follows. It is well known that the orbital moment is orig
nating from the coupling of the spin with the lattice of th
system. Our calculated induced spin moment ofX atoms for
FeX and MnX in Table IV show a systematic decrease wh
going from Ni to Pt due to broadening of thed band. Hence,
the orbital moment for theX atom depends on the compe
tion between a decrease in the induced spin moment~which
will decreasemorb on going from Ni to Pt! and an increase in
the SO strength~which will increasemorb on going from Ni
to Pt!.

The spin-orbit coupling, responsible for the magnetocr
talline anisotropy and the orbital moment of ferromagne

FIG. 11. Variation in MAE as a function of magnetic mome
for MPt (M5Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) as obtained from SO1OP calcula-
tions.

FIG. 12. Change in MAE upon variation of the spin-orbit inte
action strength of coordinating atoms for FeX and MnX (X
5Ni, Pd, Pt).
14440
-
,

has been discussed by various authors75,86,87 who showed
that it can be approximated by a one-electron termj ls, were
j, the spin-orbit constant, is of the order of 0.05–0.10 eV
Fe, Co, and Ni. As shown by Daalderopet al.,83 the magnetic
anisotropy can be related to the spin-orbit-interactio
induced splitting and shifting of electronic states that depe
on the magnetization direction. In order to illustrate the ro
of the spin-orbit coupling strength of the coordinating ato
on MAE for these phases, MAE for MnX and FeX (X
5Ni,Pd,Pt) as a function of ligand-atom change is shown
Fig. 12. It is clear that the spin-orbit coupling of the ligan
atom strongly influences MAE. A similar observation h
been made for multilayer systems.8 Because of the weake
hybridization between atoms of the same type within
plane, thedx22y2 and dxy components of LDOS are large
than thedz22r 2, dyz , and dxz components. Hence, the 3d
atoms induce a magnetic moment on the coordinating at
via strong covalent hybridization. As a result one observe
larger MAE when the spin-orbit interaction of the coordina
ing atom is larger.

VI. SUMMARY

We have calculated the magnetic anisotropies and the
and orbital moments for MnX, FeX (X5Ni,Pd,Pt), CoPt,
NiPt, MnHg, and MnRh from first principles, using full
potential LSDA and LSDA1OP band-structure theory. Pro
nounced anisotropies in the orbital moments are obtained
contrast to the spin moments. We have demonstrated tha
accurate full-potential calculations normally reproduce
correct easy axis, and even the size of MAE is close to
experimental values when OP corrections are included.
large MAE in the bilayer materials considered here origin
from the combined effects of a tetragonal structural dist
tion, the exchange splitting, and the spin-orbit splitting of~at
least! one of the constituents. One important conclusion
the present study is that the often-quoted correlation betw
OMA and MAE for elements does not necessarily hold
binary phases. This has been shown from our studies
FePt, where the easy axis of magnetization is pointing al
@001#, on the other hand large total orbital moment is d
rected along the the hard axis@110#. The reason for this
behavior is that the magnetic anisotropy is mainly origin
ing from the Fe atoms, whereas the orbital-moment anis
ropy is dominantly influenced by the induced moment for
In most of these bilayer systems PMA results from the la
anisotropy in the electronic structure caused by hybridizat
at the interface and from SOI, which overcomes the in-pla
anisotropy provided by the magnetic dipolar interaction. T
large anisotropy inMPt ~M5Mn, Fe, Co, Ni! phases is
shown to be due to the hybridization of the Pt 5d and
transition-metal 3d states, along with a large value for the
5d spin-orbit interaction. Our studies show that the effect
the coordinating atoms can be much larger than the effec
reduced symmetry at an interface. Finally, we note that th
will be an extremely large value of MAE for MnPt provide
that this material could be stabilized in a ferromagnetic c
dition.
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